Abstract: Complex-valued Associative Memory (CAM) has an inherent property of rotation invariance. Rotation invariance produces many undesirable stable states and reduces the noise robustness of CAM. Constant terms may remove rotation invariance, but if the constant terms are too small, rotation invariance does not vanish. In this paper, we eliminate rotation invariance by introducing large constant terms to complex-valued neurons. We have to make constant terms sufficiently large to improve the noise robustness. We introduce a parameter to control the amplitudes of constant terms into projection rule. The large constant terms are proved to be effective by our computer simulations.
Introduction
Hopfield Associative Memory (HAM) has been widely used for its simplicity (Hopfield [1, 2] ). However it is based on two-state neurons and the range of the applications is restricted. Complex-valued Associative Memory (CAM) is a neural associative memory model based on multi-state neurons referred to as complex-valued neurons (Hirose [3] , Noest [4] , Jankowski et al. [5] ). Complex-valued neurons can take K quantized states s k = exp(2kθ K √ −1), where k = 0, 1, · · · , K − 1(mod K) and θ K = π/K. Multi-state representation has advantage of processing multi-level information. For this reason, CAM is often applied to processing gray scale images (Aoki et al. [6] , Aoki and Kosugi [7] , Muezzinoglu et al. [8] ). CAM has an inherent property of rotation invariance (Zemel et al. [9] ). If CAM stores a training pattern, then it also stores K − 1 different patterns, which are called rotated patterns. This fact is called rotation invariance.
In general, noise robustness is one of the most important problems in associative memories. The noise robustness of CAM is strongly connected to rotation invariance. As K becomes larger, the noise robustness of CAM becomes weaker. In HAM, K is two. When HAM stores a given pattern vector x, then it stores the reversed pattern −x at the same time. When HAM stores P training patterns it stores P reversed patterns. When CAM stores a given pattern vector, then it stores K − 1 rotated patterns at the same time. The rotated patterns are expressed by s k x, where k = 1, 2, · · · , K − 1. Therefore CAM also stores (K − 1)P rotated patterns for P training patterns. CAM has much more spurious patterns than HAM. Mixture patterns of training patterns or their rotated patterns are secondary typical spurious patterns. The number of mixture patterns increases as that of rotated patterns increases. For this reason, the rotated patterns damage noise robustness of CAM. We have to remove stable rotated patterns to improve noise robustness.
Several advanced learning methods have been proposed (Kobayashi [10] , Kobayashi et al. [11] , Lee [12] ). However, constant terms have never been taken into consideration. Lee [13] simply introduced the constant terms to complex-valued neurons to make the rotated patterns unstable. If the constant terms work effectively, the rotated patterns can be unstable. But if the constant terms are too small, the effect is absorbed in quantization of complex-valued neurons. As seen in our computer simulations, in fact, simply appending constant terms are not effective. Therefore we have to augment the amplitudes of the constant terms. We adopt projection rule, which uses the generalized inverse matrix, for the learning method (Hirose [3] , Aoki et al. [6] , Aoki and Kosugi [7] ). We introduce a parameter to control the amplitudes of the constant terms. Moreover the proposed parameter is proved to be effective by our computer simulations.
Complex-valued Associative Memory
In this section, we briefly describe CAM.
First, we define complex-valued neurons. Complex-valued neurons deal with complex numbers. Complex-valued neurons can take K quantized states on the unit circle of the complex plane. Let S be the set {s k ; k = 0, 1, · · · , K − 1} of all states of complex-valued neurons. For a given input signal, a complex-valued neuron selects the state closest to it. In the other words, for an input signal I, s k such as maximizes Re(s k I) is selected, where s and Re(x) stand for the complex conjugate of s and the real part of x, respectively. We denote this map from complex numbers to S by f (·). The map f (·) is expressed as follows:
(1) Figure 1 shows an example of complex-valued neuron in case of K = 6. Next, we construct CAM. Let complex numbers w ji and γ j be the connection weight from the neuron i to the neuron j and the constant term of neuron j, respectively. The connection weights require the condition w ji = w ij . This condition ensures that CAM reaches a stable state as described in the next section. Let x i be the state of the neuron i. Then the input sum I j to the neuron j is defined as follows:
Finally we describe learning. Let N be the number of neurons. If a vector x = (
belonging to S N , where superscript T stands for the transpose, satisfies x j = f (I j ) for all j, it is called stable. Learning is to find parameters to make given training pattern vectors stable. When a noisy pattern x of training pattern x is given, it is required to restore the original pattern x. The original pattern may not be restored from strong noise. The ability to restore is called noise robustness. Noise robustness is one of the most important problems of associative memories.
Energy function
In this section, we describe the energy function in order to prove that CAM always reaches a stable state. For a state x of CAM, the energy H(x) is defined as follows:
The energy function is a real number, because the following equation is true.
i =j
Suppose that the state of the neuron k turns from x k into
Then the gap ΔH of energy is as follows:
The new state x k of the neuron k is determined such that Re(x k j =k (w kj x j + γ k )) is maximized. Therefore ΔH is always non-positive and H(x) monotonically decreases. The number of the states of CAM is finite and CAM always reaches a stable state.
Projection rule
In this section, we describe the projection rule, which is the learning algorithm using generalized inverse matrix. Let
T be the pth training pattern vector. And we consider the training matrix X = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x P ), where P is the number of training patterns. We define N × N matrix W as follows:
where the superscript * stands for the adjoint matrix. The matrix (X * X) − 
Therefore all the training patterns x p are stable unless w jj ≥ 1 for some j.
For any s k = 1, consider the pattern s k x p , which is called the rotated pattern of x p . Figure 2 shows that a training pattern and its rotated patterns in case of K = 4 and N = 4. When the rotated pattern s k x p is given to CAM, the input sum I j to the neuron j is as follows:
Therefore the rotated patterns s k x p are also stable since the training pattern x p is stable. This fact is called rotation invariance.
As K becomes large, a problems arises. The number (K − 1)P of the rotated patterns increases. Rotated patterns are most typical spurious patterns. The mixture patterns made up from training patterns or their rotated patterns are secondary typical spurious patterns. There are enormous number of mixture patterns when K is large. Spurious patterns reduce noise robustness of CAM. Therefore we have to make rotated patterns unstable.
Projection rule with constant terms
In this section, we extend the projection rule for CAM to that with constant terms. The constant terms are introduced to make the rotated patterns unstable. It is necessary that the amplitudes of the constant terms are sufficiently large compared to those of connection weights. To control the amplitudes of constant terms, we introduce a parameter t. The control parameter t is a real number. All training pattern vectors x p are extended to
T . The learning matrix X is also extended to the (N + 1) × P matrix X = ( x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x P ). Moreover the matrix W is extended to the (N + 1) × (N + 1) matrix W as follows: 
Then the matrix W satisfies W = W * and W X = X. Take the jth column of W X = X, where j ≤ N , then for all p we obtain
For all i and j such that i, j ≤ N and i = j, we regard w ij as connection weights. From W = W * , w ij = w ji is true. We regard tw j(N +1) as γ j . Thus we obtain the connection weights w ji and the constant terms γ j . Suppose that a training pattern x p is given to CAM. Then the input sum I j to the neuron j is as follows:
From W = W * , we find that w jj is a real number. All training patterns x p are stable unless w jj ≥ 1 for some j. Suppose that a training pattern x p is stable and a rotated pattern s k x p is given to CAM. Then the input sum I j to the neuron j is as follows:
This equation means that constant terms destroy the rotation invariance. However, it is required that the amplitudes of constant terms are sufficiently large to destroy the rotation invariance. We have to determine the control parameter t such that amplitudes of γ j are sufficiently large. In the case of t = 0, X * X = X * X is true. The (i, j) elements of W and W, where i and j are less than or equal N , are same. Therefore in case of t = 0, the proposed projection rule is the conventional one. The proposed projection rule is an extension of the conventional one. And we expect that the control parameter t plays a role in determining the scale of constant terms.
Control parameter and constant terms
We expect that the constant terms γ j tend to become larger as the control parameter t becomes larger. However it is not clear. We examined how amplitudes of the constant terms γ j and connection weights w ji vary as the control parameter t increases by computer simulations. The computer simulation was performed under the condition of N = 100, K = 8, 16 and 32, and P = 5, 10 and 15. The number of trials for each t was 1000. Figure 3 shows how the connection weights w ji and constant terms γ j depend on the control parameter t. The x-axis shows the control parameter t. The y-axis shows the average amplitudes of the connection weights w ji and constant terms γ j . The average amplitude of the connection weights w ji was almost constant. The average amplitude of the constant terms γ j increased until a certain level of t and was almost constant beyond it. The obtained curves were independent of K. The maximal average amplitude of constant terms γ j decreases as P increases, but control parameter t to take the maximal average is independent of P . Now we are interested in the ratio r of the average amplitude of the constant terms γ j to that of the connection weights w ji . The ratio r is required to be sufficiently large. This experiment implies that the ratio r was constant for sufficiently large control parameter t.
Noise robustness
In this section, we perform computer simulations in order to investigate the effect of control parameter t for noise robustness.
The simulation has been carried out under the conditions N = 100, K = 8, 16 and 32, P = 5, 10 and 15, and t = 0, 1 and 10. The conditions t = 0 and t = 1 mean the case without constant terms and with simple constant terms, respectively. Figure 4 shows the success rate of recovery from noise. The x-axis shows the noise level. The noise level n means to select n neurons at random and replace them with any states at random. The y-axis shows the success rate. If CAM retrieved the original pattern from its noisy pattern, we regarded the trial as successful. In each K, P , t and n, we generated 100 random training sets at random and carried out 100 trials for each training set. One trial was to select a training pattern at random and try to retrieve from its noisy pattern with noise level n. From  Fig. 4 , we find that the constant terms improved the noise robustness in all cases. Moreover we can find that the difference between success rates in case of t = 1 and t = 10 becomes larger as P becomes smaller and K becomes larger. From Fig. 3 , we find that t = 10 is sufficiently large. Moreover we carried out computer simulations in case of t = 100, and then we obtained curves similar to those in case of t = 10.
Stabilities of rotated patterns
In this section, we investigate stabilities of rotated patterns by computer simulations. The simulation has been carried out under the conditions N = 100, K = 8, 16 and 32, P = 5, 10 and 15, and t = 1 and 10. For each condition, 1000 training sets were generated at random.
First, all the training patterns were rotated by anticlockwise 2kθ K , where k ranges between 0 and K/2, and given to CAM. Figure 5 shows the rate of stable rotated patterns for each rotated angle. The x-axis shows k. The y-axis shows the stable rate of all patterns rotated by 2kθ K . It is clear that all patterns are stable in case of k = 0 because they are training patterns. Therefore we consider only the case of k > 0. In case of t = 1, almost all rotated patterns were stable if K = 8 or 16. It means that the constant terms were in vain. In case of t = 10, almost all rotated patterns were not stable if P = 5 or k > 1. Even in the other case, more than half rotated patterns were unstable. Therefore the constant terms were effective in case of t = 10.
Next, we investigated the rate of unstable neurons of rotated patterns. Figure 6 shows the simulation results. The x-axis shows k. The y-axis shows the rate of stable neurons of all patterns rotated by 2kθ K . In case of t = 1, almost all neurons were stable. In case of t = 10, most neurons were stable when k is small. There are likely stable patterns around the rotated patterns with small k. When k is large, most neurons were unstable and there are unlikely stable patterns around the rotated patterns with large k. The stable patterns seem to move from rotated patterns with large k far away or vanish.
Discussion
First, we discuss the relation between the average amplitude of constant terms γ j and the control parameter t. We can expect that the constant terms become more effective as r is larger. The average amplitude of connection weights w ji are constant so we have only to check that of constant terms γ j . If the control parameter t is sufficiently large, the average amplitude of constant terms γ j is constant. It implies that the average amplitude of γ j is robust to the control parameter t. From Fig. 3 , we can find that the average amplitude of constant terms γ j becomes smaller as P becomes larger. Therefore we can expect that the effects of constant terms become smaller as P becomes larger. In addition, we obtained almost same curves when we carried out computer simulations for noise robustness in case of t = 10 and 100. Therefore we can also say that noise robustness is independent of the control parameter t unless t is too small.
Next, we discuss why the large constant terms improve noise robustness more as K increases. The number (K −1)P of rotated patterns increases as K increases. Then there are many spurious patterns which damage noise robustness. Moreover, the region corresponding to each state becomes narrower as K becomes larger. Then we can expect that even if the average amplitude of γ j is relatively small it is sufficiently effective. Actually, Fig. 6 shows that the gap of stable rates among P becomes smaller as K becomes larger.
Finally, we discuss why the large constant terms improve noise robustness less as P increases. For one thing, the average amplitude of γ j becomes smaller as P increases, as shown in Fig. 3 . For another, in general, the number of spurious patterns increases as P increases (Hertz [14] ). The constant terms can resolve only rotated patterns but the other spurious patterns. So improvement in noise robustness was smaller. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed projection rule for CAM with large constant terms to improve noise robustness. CAM without constant terms stores many rotated patterns which reduce the noise robustness. The constant terms can prevent CAM from storing rotated patterns. However, if the constant terms are not sufficiently larger compared with the connection weights, we cannot expect the sufficient effect of the constant terms. So we introduced the control parameter t to enlarge the constant terms. By the computer simulations, we found the following results for the ratio r of the average amplitude of the constant terms to that of the connection weights.
1. In case of small t, the ratio r increased as t increased.
2. In case of large t, the ratio r was almost constant and independent to t.
Moreover, we carried out the computer simulations to test noise robustness. The simulation results showed that our proposal improved noise robustness. Especially in case that the number P of training patterns is small and the number K of states of neuron is large, the improvement is remarkable. 
